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Congress President Rahul Gandhi, who was in dilemma about contesting presidential election, has decided not to contest.

Amethi: Congress leader Rahul Gandhi has finally announced his decision not to contest for the upcoming Lok Sabha elections.

Gandhi had been in a dilemma since the last few days. He was seen in villages and towns in Amethi without any announcement from his side.

On Wednesday, Rahul Gandhi formally announced that he would not contest from Amethi. He took a decision after several rounds of consultations with party members, sources said.

Rahul Gandhi, who was in a dilemma due to his family issues, had visited Amethi on Monday for an election rally.

The Assam Chief Minister, Himanta Biswa Sarma, has also expressed his support for Gandhi in his decision.

In a post on X, Kharge congratulated Gandhi and said, “My best wishes to the Congress Parliamentary Party Chairperson, Sonia Gandhi as she begins her new innings, by taking oath in the Rajya Sabha, today.”

“Her courageous soul and dignified grace, in the wake of adversity and her ability to time the guide to our nation, will stand like an inspiration to all”, he wrote.

“Sonia has completed 28 years in the Lok Sabha, and now my fellow member, she is present in the Upper House. I wish her a fruitful tenure and good health”, he added.


The Prime Minister is scheduled to give the charge to Gandhi on Wednesday.
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Upar Pratap Singh Chaudhary, the chief minister of Jharkhand, is considering dropping the sitting MP from the list of candidates for the Lok Sabha elections. The chief minister said, “You can’t go to Karpori Thakur and say that the Modi government has failed. I would like to appeal to the Muslim community that if you support the Modi government, you will get benefiting in the upcoming elections.” Since we assumed power, Hindutva leaders, office bearers, and law- eniners have never made any per- sonal comment on anyone, but their mind- set remains unchanged.”

While addressing the apex court, the chief minister said, “We are fighting against the culture, attacking with sticks. It is an act of iniquity that my father was the sitting MLA of the state, and his son is fighting against that. We are fighting against this.”

In 2009 elections, the par- ty had fielded Suresh Mhatre from Bhi- dhnagar. He was then joined the BJD after being dropped. BJD members have sent their res- ignation of at least 20 members from Ganjam, Balasore, Jag- narapip, Khandamal and other seats. The Sharad Pawar faction was made chief minister of Chhattisgarh. We have nothing to show except the name of the constituent unit. (NCP) fielded party chief Sharad Pawar and the symbol ‘P’ and the symbol ‘turban’ also known as tutari) in the elections. ‘Ab kabhi idhar udhar se — now a controversial statement. Additionally, the faction led by Sharad Pawar is also trying to advise our party workers, it is expected that the BJD will make attacks using the ‘Q’ symbol in elections.

In Patna, the BJD has further heated up the coal scam, liquor scam, the allegations you (as the opposition floor leader) based on his role. The court said Sanjay Singh, Arvind Kejriwal, and the oppo- sition BJP are pouring pressure on the party’s Lok Sabha candidate, Suresh Mhatre from Bhi- dhnagar. He was then joined the BJD after being dropped. BJD members have sent their res- ignation of at least 20 members from Ganjam, Balasore, Jag- narapip, Khandamal and other seats. The Sharad Pawar faction was made chief minister of Chhattisgarh. We have nothing to show except the name of the constituent unit. (NCP) fielded party chief Sharad Pawar and the symbol ‘P’ and the symbol ‘turban’ also known as tutari) in the elections. ‘Ab kabhi idhar udhar se — now a controversial statement. Additionally, the faction led by Sharad Pawar is also trying to advise our party workers, it is expected that the BJD will make attacks using the ‘Q’ symbol in elections.
A day after being expelled by the party, former Congress leader Karpoori Thakur on Thursday said that he had already resigned his legislative seat and that he would follow in the footsteps of his former party, saying that it has started down the path of self-destruction.

"Congress party is a completely scathing party," Thakur said. "The party has eroded, and its ideology is being scattered in terms of their organization."

Earlier, Congress General Secretary Jairam Ramesh had described the five centres of power as "a world leader. The country is not a world leader, it is a regional power," he added. "We have to work hard with our people and states to Blake the country's development in the world's frame of reference." His latest statement came two days ago, when he said that it was too early to be thinking about the party's future at the moment, as there's plenty more still to come.

Continued from p1

The former Rajya Sabha MP also said that his resignation and that of several other people, but now the situation has changed. Now no person is being tortured, "he told the media.

...They admitted that they will make him the permanent President of India. "If the first time in pols that the Prime Minister of India, he will make him the permanent President," he added.

He also accused the Trinamool Congress of turning their second term to BJP. "They insulted me, they gave a lantern," Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Thursday. "They insulted me, they gave a lantern," he said.

The politics of appeasement politics. Prime Minister Narendra Modi said: "Prime Minister of India, a lot more to come: pm modi."

The Prime Minister, 18000 solar energy plants. We will not allow either the politics of appeasement politics. Prime Minister Narendra Modi said: "Prime Minister of India, a lot more to come: pm modi."
Provide status update of 2020 riots cases, Delhi HC to police

The Delhi High Court on Thursday directed the city police to update the status of criminal cases relating to the riots that had taken place in the national capital in February 2020.

A PIL was filed by Vinod Tawde, Secretary, Vinod Tawde, at the Delhi Secretariat on Thursday wrote to the Delhi Lieutenant Governor (LG) and the Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal saying that there were 7,200 FIRs filed following the riots, with investigations still pending, with investigations still pending. The court queried the city administration about the progress of the investigations and asked them to file a current status report regarding the cases.

During the proceedings, the court noted that while the cases were registered under Delhi Police Act, 2006, many were still not being heard by the police, especially regarding the cases of violence that had taken place in the Tihar jail under Justice Sunita Ramani and Justice Mahantesh.

The Supreme Court on 30/03/2023, a Committee was constituted for the purpose of identifying and classification and conferring upon the victim or the wife of the Delhi Government employee, the benefit of the proceeds of the human trafficking.
Reserve Bank MPC Preview: What to expect

As in the real estate industry, the stressed sector in the primary market has potential to recover 45-48 per cent of the total debt acquired by the ARCs. The ‘positive trajectory can be attributed to escalating demand for green and sustainable changes such as coal auctions through the Shakti scheme, ongoing re- structuring initiatives and strategic investments,’ the paper pointed out.

Likewise in the roads including highways, the impetus to build-operate-transfer projects is catching on. The momentum of demand for power, favourable regulatory changes such as the Shakti scheme, ongoing re- structuring initiatives and strategic investments, ‘we have long maintained the maximum juice, etc. The policy may not see material change in domestic dynam- ics since: a) Healthy growth-inflation change in domestic dynam- ics, topped by low vola- tility and cyclical noise for bonds/ risk assets, but there may be a little froth. The RBI would want to avoid adding to the noise, incl. that related to ‘opportunistic’ disinvestment, – implying that a real scenario of ‘no cut’ in 2024,” it said.

The fluidity of global narratives and policy re- phrasing in conjunction with the near-term problem of plenty on INR/bonds could make it arduous for the RBI to find a balance in its policy stance. 2) INR/In- dian rate cuts are on the cards, but 3) the non-committal stance and guidance ahead,” says a research report ‘Reserve Bank MPC Preview: What to expect’ by Emkay Global Financial Services.

The fluidity of global narratives and policy rephrasing is expected to continue in the near-term problem of plenty on INR/bonds, could make it arduous for the RBI to find a balance in its policy stance, according to the report. "While the upcoming policy may not see material changes in assessment by RBI, there is a chance of timing of policy rate/stance change, 2) a strong focus on liquidity management ahead and, of course, 3) something which part of the yield curve has the maximum juice, etc. would be key for markets.

While full-stepping on bonds to be a popular trade, simultaneous repo of Fed rate cuts could also mean the RBI’s reaction function and it will be cyclically driven for bonds/ FX," it said.

WHAT’S MOVED SINCE THE LAST MPC FEW-24

Fed rate cuts in Feb-24 have been supported by healthy growth-inflation and external financial dyna- mics, topped by low vola- tility in a global risk off as ‘Goldilocks’ became the dominant narrative. There has been little change in domestic dynam- ics and inflation trajectories, with headline CPI poised to hit sub-4% briefly in Jul-Aug 24. It Comfortable exter- nal sector financing ahead, with FY24E/25E BoP has headed for a USD30bn/ USD20-30bn surplus. But there now appear cracks in the Goldilocks narrative (soft inflation + rate cuts), wherein the global growth tale has not mellowed, but Fed rate-cut hopes are be- coming more gradual化的. Again (Fed funds futures now attaching under-50% probability for a June cut).

Meanwhile, Brent is up USD6 in 1HFY25. Consistent for- mation of less-stressy oil price is taking place due to several measures by the government to address the public infrastructure ecosystem. These include an extension of concession period for build-operate-transfer schemes, toll operators, release of retention money to the extent of work done etc. According to the study, stressed road assets have the potential to recover 56-63 per cent of the total debt acquired.

As the narrative shifts to the journey of IBC, the ASSOCHAM-CRISIL Ratings report said the insolvent and bankruptcy Code, has improved the credit culture from the bottom up. The IBC has started to transform the credit culture and has already benefited from the non-performing assets, banks’ balance sheets with the non-performing assets through the Shakti scheme, ongoing re- structuring initiatives and strategic investments, this paper pointed out.

Likewise in the roads including highways, the impetus to build-operate-transfer projects is catching on. The momentum of demand for power, favourable regulatory changes such as the Shakti scheme, ongoing re-structuring initiatives and strategic investments, ‘we have long maintained the maximum juice, etc. The policy may not see material change in domestic dynam- ics since: a) Healthy growth-inflation change in domestic dynam- ics, topped by low vola- tility and cyclical noise for bonds/ risk assets, but there may be a little froth. The RBI would want to avoid adding to the noise, incl. that related to ‘opportunistic’ disinvestment, – implying that a real scenario of ‘no cut’ in 2024,” it said.

BUT CAN THE RBI PRECEDE THE FED?

Emkay Global in this 1) Unless delayed Fed action comes on the back of immediate negative growth shock, we do not see a crash in EM risk assets, but there may be a little froth. The RBI would want to avoid adding to the noise, incl. that related to ‘opportunistic’ disinvestment, – implying that a real scenario of ‘no cut’ in 2024,” it said.

2) INR/Indian rate cuts are on the cards, but 3) the non-committal stance and guidance ahead,” says a research report ‘Reserve Bank MPC Preview: What to expect’ by Emkay Global Financial Services.

The fluidity of global narratives and policy rephrasing is expected to continue in the near-term problem of plenty on INR/bonds, could make it arduous for the RBI to find a balance in its policy stance, according to the report. "While the upcoming policy may not see material changes in assessment by RBI, there is a chance of timing of policy rate/stance change, 2) a strong focus on liquidity management ahead and, of course, 3) something which part of the yield curve has the maximum juice, etc. would be key for markets.

While full-stepping on bonds to be a popular trade, simultaneous repo of Fed rate cuts could also mean the RBI’s reaction function and it will be cyclically driven for bonds/ FX," it said.

WHAT’S MOVED SINCE THE LAST MPC FEW-24

Fed rate cuts in Feb-24 have been supported by healthy growth-inflation and external financial dyna- mics, topped by low vola- tility in a global risk off as ‘Goldilocks’ became the dominant narrative. There has been little change in domestic dynam- ics and inflation trajectories, with headline CPI poised to hit sub-4% briefly in Jul-Aug 24. It Comfortable exter- nal sector financing ahead, with FY24E/25E BoP has headed for a USD30bn/ USD20-30bn surplus. But there now appear cracks in the Goldilocks narrative (soft inflation + rate cuts), wherein the global growth tale has not mellowed, but Fed rate-cut hopes are be- coming more gradualized. Again (Fed funds futures now attaching under-50% probability for a June cut).

Meanwhile, Brent is up USD6 in 1HFY25. Consistent for- mation of less-stressy oil price is taking place due to several measures by the government to address the public infrastructure ecosystem. These include an extension of concession period for build-operate-transfer schemes, toll operators, release of retention money to the extent of work done etc. According to the study, stressed road assets have the potential to recover 56-63 per cent of the total debt acquired.

As the narrative shifts to the journey of IBC, the ASSOCHAM-CRISIL Ratings report said the insolvent and bankruptcy Code, has improved the credit culture from the bottom up. The IBC has started to transform the credit culture and has already benefited from the non-performing assets, banks’ balance sheets with the non-performing assets through the Shakti scheme, ongoing re- structuring initiatives and strategic investments, this paper pointed out.
Why do politicians think they can make misogynistic statements: NCW chief

I

A role model for women in STEM: Vinita Chopra

UGC launches training for non-teaching staff of Central Universities

MCA asks Indians seeking jobs in Cambodia to check background of employers

Indian Army has declared 2023 as the ‘Year of Tech Absorption’ and undertaking various initiatives to induct niche technology.

APPROPRIATE IMAGE

Rahul Chhabra

The University Grants Commission (UGC) has launched continuous training for the non-teaching staff of all Central Universities under the Capacity Building Commission (CBC) scheme.

The Department of Personnel and Training (DOPT), with a primary focus on enhancing the skills and abilities of human resource in the civil services, has launched capacity-building initiatives for UGC employees. These needs were classified by the UGC in the capacity-building plans of centrally-funded institutions, with a priority on the top-ranked academic institutions.

Q How does the IITM Zanzibar Centre aims 7-fold jump in wheat procurement from UP, Rajasthan and Bihar

IITM Zanzibar, a gateway to globalising Indian technical education: Aghalayam

Hello.

Aghalayam

Prof. Preethi Agghalayam

Aghalayam

A unique partnership between the governments of India & Zanzibar, and IIT Madras, the international campus of IITM, is poised to change the landscape of education in the region. IIT Madras has had good traction with students from Africa, studying in various masters & PhD programmes in Chennai, branching into inter-disciplinary, modern IITM under-graduate degree to Africa, and along with the state-of-the-art leadership development, technology-related activities, and working with regional ministries and corporates to various areas of mutual interest. Our goals are to serve the local and global communities better and to use our academic prowess to provide efficient technological solutions to the world.

What are the benefits of internationalisation of Indian technical education? What does Indian gain from this?

As an eminent research institution, IIT Madras is also part of the Indian educational institutions grown in stature as well. Internationalisation of the education sector, particularly the top-ranked academic institutions, with a focus on education for all, has been an objective of the Indian government. Opening our doors to international students, collaborators, and partners has given a huge fillip to the quality and relevance of research activities. The benefits include a better understanding of the academic rigor of our students and researchers, and to impact their alliances on the global scale. As the Indian economy moves towards becoming a knowledge-based economy, the educational institutions grown in stature as well. Internationalisation of the education sector, particularly the top-ranked academic institutions, with a focus on education for all, has been an objective of the Indian government.
It is necessary to establish a new transparent system in lieu of the electoral scheme that the Supreme Court invalidated.

WHAT IS THE NOTION OF E-BONDS?

The electoral bonds scheme and the imperative to extend the protection to the use of information by anonymity through contribution to electoral parties. (Art. 14-Ka) of the CJ, stated when deciding the case.

Electorate at its core. It is impossible to revert to the use of electoral bonds, as the Supreme Court invalidated. It is necessary to establish a more transparent system in lieu of the electoral bonds scheme that the Supreme Court invalidated.

WHAT CAN ELECTORAL BONDS MEAN?

The relevant entities were mandated to redeem the electoral bonds through a bank account with the account name of the party. Within a specified period of 30 days after the closure of the bond, the bank will transfer the funds to the party. In case of electoral bonds, the banks will be required to keep a record of all transactions and enhance transpar-

The electoral bonds scheme and the imperative to extend the protection to the use of information by anonymity through contribution to electoral parties. (Art. 14-Ka) of the CJ, stated when deciding the case.
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WHAT IS THE NOTION OF E-BONDS?

The electoral bonds scheme and the imperative to extend the protection to the use of information by anonymity through contribution to electoral parties. (Art. 14-Ka) of the CJ, stated when deciding the case.

It is necessary to establish a more transparent system in lieu of the electoral bonds scheme that the Supreme Court invalidated.
The history of national parks in India dates back to the early 20th century and is marked by a significant conservation movement aimed at preserving the country’s rich biodiversity and natural heritage.

### National Parks in India

India’s national parks are a testament to its commitment to biodiversity conservation. Some of the most famous parks include:

- **Jim Corbett National Park**: This park, established in 1936, is named after the legendary wildlife conservationist Jim Corbett. It is known for its diverse flora and fauna, including the one-horned rhinoceros.

- **Kaziranga National Park**: Located in Assam, this park is globally recognized for its high density of one-horned rhinoceros and a large population of Bengal tigers.

- **Ranthambore National Park**: Renowned for its large population of tigers and proximity to the variants of the Royal Bengal tiger.

- **Keoladeo Ghana National Park**: Also known as the Bharatpur Bird Sanctuary, it is famous for its bird watching opportunities.

- **Gir National Park**: Known for its population of the endangered Asian lions.

- **Periyar National Park**: Located in Kerala, it is known for its rich biodiversity, including the gharial, one of the largest crocodilians in the world.

### Conservation Efforts

National parks in India play a crucial role in biodiversity conservation, providing safe havens for various species and their habitats. They also contribute to human well-being by promoting water and air quality, and climate change.

### Popular Activities

Visitors to national parks in India can engage in activities such as wildlife watching, birding, cycling, and nature walks. The parks also offer a variety of recreational activities like trekking, rafting, and camping.

### Conclusion

India’s national parks are a crucial part of the country’s conservation strategy. They serve as a source of inspiration and a reminder of the importance of preserving our natural heritage. As a visitor, you can play a part in this conservation effort by participating in responsible tourism practices and supporting local communities.
T he Bombay High Court in the case of Marani of Arbitrator’s Ineligibility must be made by Agreement in writing, Section 12(5) does not provide for deemed consent.

The Delhi High Court in the case of Google India Pvt. Ltd v. Railway Board observed that the main point was whether the matter would be up to the next week.
Pakistan witnesses rise in attacks on high-profile targets in March: report

According to the same report, a trend of targeting security installations and civil objectives was also witnessed in Pakistan in March. The incidents that are highlighted in the research report are at the Pakistan security forces camp in Mir Ali, resulting in the deaths and injuries of officers and soldiers. In addition, an attack target was a convoy of ISPR personnel on the Eastern Command's main road, resulting in the deaths of 60 ISPR personnel and another 20 injured, according to the report. Furthermore, the report claims that 40 Pakistani soldiers were killed in an attack on the main road in the South Waziristan tribal area.

Taiwan detects 7 Chinese naval vessels

According to MND, of the 7 PLAN vessels operating around Taiwan were detected up to 6 a.m. UTC today.

The search for the missing 12th floor residents is ongoing. Emergency crews are rushing to rescue those trapped in the building and the emergency and rescue operations are ongoing. Among those trapped in the building is a nurse who was rescued by residents in the building.

Taiwan has tracked by PLA military aircraft around the nation since 2020 when tensions rose in the Taiwan Strait. The aircraft have been flying in the grey zone, which is located between the grey zone and the grey war cabinet, held a press conference for reporters, indicating that the grey zone tactics are in line with current situations.

According to the report, the 7 PLA vessels operating around Taiwan were detected up to 6 a.m. UTC today. "If ROC Armed Forces have monitored the situation and deployed appropriate forces to respond to the situation," the Ministry of National Defence said.

Meanwhile, Taiwan has been on high alert since the Russian-Ukraine war started in February. However, the Ministry of National Defence said that it is not an attack situation or an emergency situation and that Taiwan is monitoring the situation.

The Ministry of National Defence of Pakistan has confirmed the presence of 7 PLAN vessels and 3 PLAN aircraft operating around Taiwan, as reported by the Taiwan Ministry of National Defence. "We have monitored the situation and deployed appropriate forces to respond to the situation," the Ministry of National Defence said.

No issue with oil payment from Russia

The Russian Foreign Ministry has said that deliveries of Russian oil to India will continue steadily, with no problems arising with the determination of means of payment for exports from Russia. "There are zero tolerance for any disruption of trade," said the Russian Foreign Ministry. However, the Russian Federation has been using the ruble as its currency of choice for oil exports.

Pakistan Chief Justice Qazi Faeza Isa and other judges on the Full Court of the Supreme Court have been suspended by the country’s chief justice.
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The Russian Federation has been using the ruble as its currency of choice for oil exports.

Pakistan Chief Justice Qazi Faeza Isa has been suspended from his duties by the country's chief justice. The chief justice's suspension comes after a series of rulings by the Supreme Court of Pakistan on the issue of the independence of the judiciary.

The full court performs the administration of justice, with the chief justice presiding over the court as the president. The full court is the highest court in the country and is responsible for hearing cases that involve constitutional issues, judicial interpretations, and disciplinary matters.
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Christian Michel extradition case continues to underline the importance of Commission in New Delhi are said to directly with the Government of India, “sistance to Mr Michel and his family the G20 Leaders’ Summit in September matter with Prime Minister Narendra all procedures were followed in the ex-
The Indian government maintains that of Criminal Procedure he is entitled to a

A 48-year-old man convicted of killing Indian and another person in Oklahoma

A 46-year-old man convicted of shooting and killing 12 people, including an Indian, in the US state of Oklahoma in 2003 was executed on Thursday.

Boeing pays Alaska Airlines $160 million in compensation

Alaska Airlines says Boeing quickly grounded all its Max 9s as it faced of a settlement

Home sales in the city

Hong Kong sees 57.2 per cent jump in property sales in March

Property sales in Hong Kong rose 57.2 per cent from March of this previous month, a clear sign that the market was already been hit by the government’s increase in property taxes and the impact on the availability of credit.

On the second day of the property monopoly, the government announced a raft of measures to cool the hot housing market, including a 15 per cent stamp duty surcharge for each level of purchase and a moratorium on the sale of residential properties in the same ownership for more than 2 years.

NATO marked its 75th birthday on

The anniversary comes as the now-92 nation al- liance weighs a plan to provide more predictable longer-term military support to Ukraine. The anniversary comes as NATO’s ranks swell to nearly 30,000 soldiers, including 6,000 from the US.

In West Germany, French President Emmanuel Macron, who has repeatedly called for a European army, said that the continent needs a "real" European military, separate from NATO. The US, however, has emphasized the importance of NATO as the "world’s first line of defence."
Allu Arjun is full of humour, reveals Rashmika

As fans eagerly anticipate the release of their beloved characters, one wonder: What have they been up to since 'FoIL'? In a recent interview with AC Chamber/Will charcoal-water drinking Ananya Shetty continues to light up the screen with her truth and justice. And finally, the Diwali of PaPa-raan District Court - Vedana, how will you maneuver through the courtroom dynamics with your witty one-liners and ingenious solutions to legal challenges? We can say, it's time to speak!

Speaking on the season an occurrence, 'Tanu Wears Tattered' author, Saxena shared his excitement, "Maamla Legal Hai has been with a genuine assurance that, we hoped, appeals to the audience. We are humbled by the overwhelming reception, its appreciation for humour in its true essence. Our film is currently at the Furthur Studios with fresh ideas and spaces being explored for our next venture."

SRK's heart-warming gesture towards Rishab Pant goes viral after KKR vs DC match

Rishab Pant was the talk of the town after his heroics in the recent IPL match. SRK, who has always been an ardent fan of Pant, was spotted giving a tap on the shoulder of the Pant after he scored a century. The social media handle of 'Deewana Mastani' producer Boney Kapoor, who is known for his support to the cricketers, also shared a video of Pant's performance.

The movie 'Deewana Mastani' is a love story that pays tribute to the freedom fighter Usha Mehra and her role in the freedom movement. The film is a romantic drama that celebrates the courage and resilience of women.

Deeksha Seth, who is known for her role in 'Banjo', has also been a part of the film. She plays the role of a journalist who is responsible for uncovering the dark secrets of the region. The film is set against the backdrop of the 1942 Quit India Movement and has been directed by Kannan Iyer.

The film is set to release in theatres on 10th April, 2024.

Maidaan producer Boney Kapoor praises co-star Abrar Rahim

The final trailer is a compelling blend of emotions, pathos and excitement, making audiences eagerly await its release for 10th May. Speaking about the legendary star, Sid Abul Rahim, Boney Kapoor shared, "Rahim's performance is heart-rending, and he doesn't make anything clear, it seems he is destined towards box office成功 and contemporary Bollywood trends for being a part of the industry. Taking to his Instagram post, he wrote, "Rahim's complete change of DNA.. Love story chali toh love story banao!"

The film is expected to be a massive hit and is set to make news with its gripping narrative and exceptional performance.
The dawn of a new era: embracing fashion retail therapy

T he dawn of a new era is upon us, as fashion retail therapy takes its rightful place as a driving force in the world of consumer culture. As the lines between retail and therapy continue to blur, we are witnessing a transformative shift in how we view and interact with fashion. This movement, known as fashion retail therapy, offers a holistic approach to shopping, elevating the ordinary act of purchasing into a meaningful, transformative experience.

One of the key drivers of this change is the growing emphasis on self-care and well-being. Consumers are increasingly seeking ways to invest in their personal development, and fashion retail therapy provides a unique platform for this. It is not just about purchasing clothes or accessories; it is about creating a space for self-expression, experimentation, and personal growth.

Another significant factor is the rise of sustainable and ethical fashion. As consumers become more aware of the environmental and social impact of their purchases, there is a growing demand for products that align with their values. Fashion retail therapy offers a space where consumers can explore conscious consumption, making conscious choices that not only benefit themselves but also the planet.

Moreover, the digital revolution has transformed the way we interact with fashion. Social media platforms have become a powerful tool for sharing fashion ideas and trends, and this has led to a democratization of style. Fashion retail therapy leverages these digital tools to create a personalized, immersive experience that connects consumers with their unique style and identity.

In conclusion, fashion retail therapy is not just a trend; it is a narrative that reflects the evolving needs and values of consumers. As we move into a new era of retail, it is essential to embrace this transformative force and continue to innovate and evolve our understanding of what fashion means and how it can be used to empower individuals and communities.

---

**COMMUNITY AND CONNECTION**

In this ever-changing environment, luxury clothing stands out as a port of call for self-confidence and status, drawing in customers with its upscale appeal and well-known labels in spite of its expensive price. The subject of what motivates consumers to purchase an amount of money on luxury fashion items has long plagued the interest of marketers, psychologists, and sociologists.

**SELF-EXPRESSION ON A BUDGET**

Fashion is an effective medium through which people express themselves by selecting the style, mood, and values they not only want to portray but also identify themselves with. Value fashion is essential to this narrative as it allows people to create their own unique experiences and identities, which not only look and feel good but also add diversity to the world of fashion.

---

**COMMUNITY AND CONNECTION**

The psychology of retail therapy offers a sense of agency and control, empowering people to practice self-care and navigate the complex, material obligations that are essential in the digital age. The impetus might be shopping while simultaneously developing a stronger sense of sustainability for their financial and emotional well-being. It provides a platform for emotional harmony and self-actualization that connects one's personal goals and aspirations with their emotional and mental health.
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**COMMUNITY AND CONNECTION**

The psychology of retail therapy offers a sense of agency and control, empowering people to practice self-care and navigate the complex, material obligations that are essential in the digital age. The impetus might be shopping while simultaneously developing a stronger sense of sustainability for their financial and emotional well-being. It provides a platform for emotional harmony and self-actualization that connects one's personal goals and aspirations with their emotional and mental health.
Celebrating Indian Traditional Jewellery Through Heritage & Craftsmanship

Istria Gold: A Riveting Tale of Adventure, Mystery, and Historical Intrigue

BOOK REVIEW: ISTRIA GOLD BY MIKE DONWEEY

Istria Gold: A Riveting Tale of Adventure, Mystery, and Historical Intrigue

In the book "Istria Gold" by Mike Downey, the author weaves a compelling narrative that takes readers on a journey through the history and culture of Istria, a region that has been shaped by its geographical location at the crossroads of Europe, Asia, and Africa. The story is set in a time when Istria is a haven for smugglers, traders, and adventurers, where the pursuit of gold is not just a matter of wealth but a test of one's morality and determination.

The main characters, Dr. Akila Raghavani and Tapas Bannerjee, are introduced as two individuals whose lives are about to intersect in a way that will change them forever. Dr. Raghavani is a renowned archaeologist whose passion for uncovering the mysteries of the past has led her to the remote region of Istria. Tapas Bannerjee, on the other hand, is a seasoned smuggler who has his own reasons for being in Istria. The interaction between these two characters is filled with tension and intrigue, as they work together to uncover the secrets of the past and stop others from exploiting them.

The blend of history, adventure, and mystery in "Istria Gold" creates a captivating读物 that keeps the reader engaged from start to finish. The author's ability to transport the reader to another time and place is a testament to his talent as a storyteller.

The narrative is rich with detail, from the description of the landscape to the characters' motivations and actions. The author's knowledge of history and culture is evident in the way he weaves these elements into the story, creating a sense of authenticity.

"Istria Gold" is not just a story of adventure and mystery, but also a story of personal growth and transformation. The characters face challenges that test their will and determination, and their journeys ultimately lead to a deeper understanding of themselves.

In summary, "Istria Gold" is a must-read for fans of adventure, mystery, and history alike. It is a gripping read that will keep you on the edge of your seat until the very end. Whether you are a history buff or simply enjoy a good mystery, "Istria Gold" is a book that should not be missed.

LITERATURE NO.2

WEHAVENOTHANSURANCESTORS, WEARETHEIRPROGENITOR. SHOULDWE NOTBEATPEACE? LIVELIFE WITHCONTENTSATMOURN.

LIT-116

Istria and Ethnobotanical Publications proudly present the culmination of a petulantly forensic utility of an authentically interpretative and inspirational collection. Istria: A Rendezvous with Traditional Indian Jewellery is a sequel to the prestigious istria: the heart of Indian craftsmanship.Supported by DholiGallerGal and esteemed educational institutions such as Delhi Public School and Indian Valley School, the book is a tribute to the passion and dedication of traditional Indian jewelers. The book offers a comprehensive commentary, the book offers a lucid and concise presentation of the various artistic, economic, and social contexts, and masterful craftsmanship inherent in these achievements.

The book also highlights the story of two influential Indian artists: Mr. Shashi Chopra and Ms. Prajeet Budhale. Mr. Shashi Chopra, a leading art curator, has shaped the groundbreaking arts page through heritage & craftsmanship. Ms. Prajeet Budhale, an experienced author and Certified Coach by the Singapore Management University, has been a driving force in the field of arts and culture.

The attention to detail and the depth of research in "Istria Gold" is commendable. The book not only tells a story but also offers insight into the cultural and historical significance of Istria and its people. It is a testament to the author's passion and dedication to preserving the rich heritage of the region.

In conclusion, "Istria Gold" is a must-read for anyone interested in history, adventure, and mystery. It is a book that will transport you to a different time and place, and leave you with a deeper understanding of the world we live in.
Pakistan cricket? This is the most difficult question I have been asked. The world's cricket circles of Pakistan, Afghanistan, and South Africa send their B team or even C team players. Sometimes they play as a substitute for their A team, sometimes for B teams, other times for franchises in other countries, including IPL, where their B team owners are Indians. At present, nine players from NZ are busy in IPL. Rachin Ranjitsinh, Darrell Mitchell, Santanu Parui, and Varun Chakrabarti are in Gujarat Titans. Kane Williamson, Rachin Ravindra, Darrell Mitchell, and Matt Henry are in SRH and Lockie Ferguson is in RCB. Although Devon Conway is not available due to injury. Against this background, the standard New Zealand cricket team is not present. While Glenn Phillips is in RCB, and sometimes their players are not very disciplined even though they are concerned that they make the nation proud with their performances," Mishra said in an official statement after an online meeting of the selection committee that "We would try and qualify for the 2026 World Cup qualifiers as an additional doubles player in the co-hosting team after a lot of discussion, the selectors felt that it was important to have an additional doubles player in the team to face India."

Wasim Akram's philosophy 'hilarious reference' to Rajkumar Sharma's IPL prediction "jibe response mentioning long-time friend and former India stars U Vimal Singh, Sriram Mulick and I believe these boys can make the nation proud with their performances," Mishra said in an official statement after an online meeting of the selection committee that "We would try and qualify for the 2026 World Cup qualifiers as an additional doubles player in the co-hosting team after a lot of discussion, the selectors felt that it was important to have an additional doubles player in the team to face India."